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FOREWORD 

With this monograph, ÜNIIX) is initiating a scries of studios on recent 
developments in food processing, to be published for the benefit of the 
food-processing industries in the developing countries. 

The food-processing techniques to be applied, the equipment to be used and the 
buddings to be erected in developing countries differ greatly from those found in 
industrialized countiies. The raw materials vary from country to country, and 
differences in capacity of the processing facilities and in the marketing and 
distribution facilities for processed foods must be borne in mind. In some instances 
new processing techniques must be developed for tropical or subtropical raw 
materials that have not been processed hitherto, even in the developed countries. In 
such situations it may be necessary to draw upon experience with other products of a 
moie or less similar nature. Special attention must be paid to the rapid deterioration 
of many food products in tropica! climates and to related problems of plant 
sanitation ?nd the health of the workers. 

Tht requirements of the markets in developing countries are of special 
importance and will be decisive factors in determining the feasibility of establishing 
new industries. Special low-cost packaging materials and/or concentrated products 
noy be required. 

A special approach is required in order to meet the technical and economic 
conditions of food processing in developing countries. In many cases, the technical 
advances already in use in developed countries can be applied economically in 
underdeveloped countries. Because of technological disadvantages and limited capital 
and other resources in developing ountries, it is evident that the most advanced and 
successful process mutt be used in each case in order to obtain the optimum return 
on the investment of capital and human resources. A developing country should not 
run the risk of producing processed foods of lower qualitv or at higher cost than 
those of a developed country. The process to be applied must be adapted to the 
special characteristics of the available raw materials, the prevailing working 
conditions and the special market demands and limitations. 

 The  objective   of  UNIDO   in   publishing  this   series   of studies in   the 
food-processing industry is to make information available to the developing countries 
that will help them to gain good technical insight into selected branches of food 
piocesting and to avoid technically obsolescent procedures and processes. It is hoped 
that this senes of studies will disseminate technological information and know-how 
which wiU serve as reliable sources of information for governmental authorities as 
well as for potential investors. 

This monograph was prepared by Mr. Bengt Hallstrom of Sweden as consultant 
to UNIDO. Thanks are due to Alfa-Laval AB, Lund, Sweden, for their generous 
co-operation and for permission to use figures from their literature. 



I he views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the consultant and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the Secretariat of UNIDO. 
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IMKÜIHKTION 

Iqmpment lor concentrating heat-sensitive liquids and especially IK|UH1 hunts 
•as for the must part been developed since l'>00. At the beinnnim: uf the century 

liquids tu he condensed by evaporation were boded m hutches at atmospheric 
pressure in large „pen vats. Iron) this stage to the present, verv efficient plant, I, ,vc 
developed that treat the liquids continuously and uently and that operate u-r\ 
economically in terms of fuel. I hese two lin- of development are of course 
opposite. Fuel economy requires multiple-stage plants in which the heatinu steam is 
used several times, so that one kilogram of water can be evaporated with but a 
traction or a kilogram of heating steam. However, this approach also means that the 
liquid must pass through all stages ("effects") of the plant. This implies a Ion» 
m-plant holding time. Reduction of this time to a minimum means that the plani 
may have but .»ne effect. Such an evaporation process requires u |an!e steam 
consumption as much as one kilogram of heating steam might be required to 
evaporate a single kilogram of water. 

Since the Sec >nd World War evaporation technology has continued to develop 
logically along the* two lines. One approach uses multipie-stage evaporation and has 
a very economic«' steam consumption. A relatively long in-plaut holding time is 
accepted although the time figures compare very favourably with those of earlier 
batch processes. The other approach is based on an extremely rapid e* aporation in a 
plant that performs only one effect. In plants of this type everything nas been done 
to attain a theoretical minimum treatment time, and a high steam consumption is 
accepted. However, as this process is normally used for high-priced products, the 
steam cost is of minor importance. 

In the present study the development of the multiple-stage evaporation process 
is considered first. Several interesting designs are observed. One of the first is the 
conventional long-tube rising- tor climbing-) film evaporator, which is still widely 
used, .tie liquid to be evaporated enters the vertical tubes at the lower end and 
passes upwards while boilinj,. The tube length may range from four to about seven 
meters. This design was developed in France and is classic in the sugar industry, for 
instance. The name of Kestner is very often connected with this design. 

Forced-circulation evaporation is used for liquids that tend to precipitate and 
form deposits on the heating surface. In this system the liquid is repeatedly pumped 
through a heat-exchanger where it is heated under enough pressure to keep it from 
boUmg on the heating surfaces (either tubes or plates). On leaving the heat-exchanger 
the liquid is flashed into a vacuum chamber where part of its water is vaporized. A 
circulation pump brings the remaining liquid back to the heat-exchanger and 
recirculation continues until the concentration required is reached. This type of 
evaporator is used in the cellulose industry, for instance. 

The next stage of development was invented by an American, Peeble. However, 
his idea was not used for several years until just before l<>50 when Wiegand. in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, began to build falling-film evaporators in which the 



Iu|iiiii tu lio coikeiitnied enteis vertkal lulv-, .tt then upp<'r omis ami hotline t.tkv- 
place ululo Ilio liquid passes downwards through them. Higher coiiccntrati'Mis can Iv 
reached in this wa\ than with climbing-film evaporators, ami a lusher i mu .omnium 
ratio oan ho obtained tu .1 singlo passane llirough DUO ol'tool. I lio holding limo IN tloo. 
shortened considerably which expiants uh\ tho lalliiiL'-hlm priiu iple is MM.IU-II used 
111 tho toiul iiuiíistrv todav. Wiegand has many competitors, anioni' tlioin llolvneka. 
Scheffers and van dor l'ioeg m tho Netherlands. I aguilharre in I ranee and Hlaw-knox 
(on licence troni van der I'loog) and dull 1 •ngineering m the I nited States. 

\t the end of ll)^7 the Mumimum IMaiit and Vessel ( ompany. in the I nited 
Kingdom, presented its plate evaporator. The operating principle of this device 
combines climbing- and falling-film evaporation in a very interesting way. I he 
heating surface consists of Hi ! heat-exchanger plates mounted in a frame. While with 
this equipment the holding time for the treated liquid is about the same as m a 
corresponding falling-film unit, it has the advantages that the heating surfaces can he 
opened for inspection or cleaning, that building height is low and that operation is 
flexible. " -i • 

A    similar   plate   evaporator   is   produced    by   W.  Schmidt   KG,   a 
heat-exchanger manufacturer in the Federal Republic oí (Germany. 

plate 

In 1%2. Alfa-Laval AB, in Lund, Sweden, presented its compact machine, called 
the expanding-flow evaporator. This design has approximately the same features as 
the plate evaporators discussed above, but in-plant h dding time has been reduced to 
about half that for the falling-film process. Furthermore, the cone plates that form 
the heating surfaces have been surrounded by a stainless steel cover. In this way the 
risk of leakage into the boiling liquid lias been obviated completely. A detailed 
description of this evaporator is given in a later section of this report. 

The development of single-stage evaporation toward the shortest possible 
holding time lias not passed through as many stages. For many years, the best-known 
design has been the large-diameter faJling-film tube with an internal rotating scraper. 
Many patents have been granted, and many modifications are available, but Luwa 
AG, in Switzerland, is undoubtedly the best-known manufacturer of this equipment 
Some producers of similar machines are Sambay (Samesreuther Müller Schuss 
GmbH) and ( ari Gan/.ler Apparate- und Maschinenbau in the Federal Republic of 
Germany; Pfaudler Permutit, Rodney Hunt Co.. the Blaw-Knox Co. (Rotovak) and 
the Kontro Company Inc. in the United States. The last-mentioned device has a 
conical heating surface. 

The rotating conical heating surface was first developed in the United States by 
Hickman for sea-water distillation, beginning in 1935. The design was re-discovered 
and modified by Mautner in Yugoslavia and was presented as a commercial unit by 
Alta-Uva» in Sweden in 1959. A detailed description of this evaporator is given later 
in tins report. 



( liiiphr One 

CENTRI THERM, EXPAN DING-FLOW AND 

FORCED-CIRCULATION PLATE EVAPORATORS 

Th« Centri-Therm evaporator 

The Ur.'ri-Therm machine is manufactured in three sizes: CT IB CT(> and CT9 
lhc (TIB, with a heating surface of 0.1 m2, is intended primarily for laboratory 

purposes, but may also be used in small-scale commercial production. The (To and 
C T9 are commercial machines. Their heating surfaces are, respectively   > 4 m2 and 
7.1 m2. '' 

The description below is of the CT6 machine but in principle and general design 
also applies to the other two types. 

The principal feature of this type of evaporator is the application of rotatine 
conical evaporating surfaces In conventional evaporators the liquid fdm is 
transported over the evaporating surface by means of the vapour, and the final 
concentration of the product is therefore limited. The transporting force can be 
greatly increased with mechanical assistance, which means considerably higher 
velocity and therefore a large heat-transfer coefficient and the possibility of 
obtaining a higher final concentration. A higher velocity will also mean shorter 
holding tune on the heated surfaces, and this naturally has a great influence on the 
final quality of the product, notably on heat-sensitive yquids. In this device the 
mechanical assistance is centrifugal force, which, at the high rotational speeds now 
employed, is more than one hundred times as great as the force of gravity. 

A cross-section of a Centri-Therm CT6 is shown in figure 1. In the centre there is 
à rotating bowl will double-walled cones. This bowl or rotor-body is fastened to a 
tubular snaft. The steam and vapour chambers are separated in the rotor-body by a 
partition. Steam is piped up through the hollow shaft to the cones, and the 
condénate is removed by means of a paring device and a special outlet pipe placed 
inside the shaft. As evaporation normally takes place under vacuum, the vapour 
chamber must be surrounded by a cover connected to the condenser. 

The liquid to be evaporated is sprayed through the injection nozzles onto the 
rotating cone elements. Because of the centrifugal force, the liquid rapidly moves 
across the cone surface out to a channel, whence it passes through axial holes in the 
rim of the cone element up to a concentrate-paring channel. From here it is taken 
out of the evaporate by means of a stationary paring device. The evaporation 
process is usually completed in a single passage over the heating surface. 



figure I.  Cross-sect,«,, of a (entri- Therm C7Y> e vaporator 
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figure :. Cut-awy diagram of a standard cone element in the Centri-iliemi CT6 
iraporator 

ihe cune elements, are stacked upon each other in the rotor body and can easily 
oe lit ted out ol the machine for inspection or cleaning. 

The distributor is shown m figure Ì and consists of a main pipe with a number of 
short branches htted with nozzles. The liquid to be condensed is fed through the 
main pipe from the top of the evaporator and is sprayed onto the rotating heating 
surface m the direction in which the cone is moving. The flow velocity of the 
mco.mng liquid » equal to the speed of the rotating surface so as to prevent c'rop 
formation and splashing. l 

As noted above, the concentrate is collected in the paring channel. From here it 
is removed from the evaporator through the paring device consisting of a knife-edge 
at the inlet hole and the removal tube. It is important that this deviee be correctly 
adjusted. The level is set by means of adjustment washers. The centre position is set 
by turning a large flange, which has an eccentric movement (figure 4). The angle 
position is adjusted by turning the removal tube in such a way that the outer edge of 
the scraping blade is 5 to 6 mm from the outlet channel and so that there is a relief 
angle between the paring device and the outlet channel (figure 5) 

iîiewtZrfî If T1 aN the amOUnt °f hea' (in "***>*»> «***«! r•m »team per square im tri „I surlate per hour at a temperature difference of I «f. 
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Inlet holes of different diameters are available and may be chosen accordìi« to 

the volume and viscosity of the liquid to be processed g 
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Figure 4. Positioning of the paring device in the channel for the concentrate, 
Centri- Therm CT6 evaporator 

Figure 5. Adjustment of the paring devke for the removal of the concentrate, 
Centri-Tfierm CT6 evaporator 
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machine is fitted with .in ,i¡.i.<nuili^ oil circulahni! <\ -!c:¡, I '.¡ • -.-. si. •-, ,, .IMM > \ i 

stainless sice I I .ink wit I) in oil pump..,-id ,i cooler. pliiv in il 'ill .•; A ¡M -N SI I I V. .P • t- c 

and a re I tot v.live. I lie ;<;imp motor is connected with tí. i. ¡in I',,- > .t r -n 

siieh a wav tli.it tiie ovaporaiot cannot he pul in opctatioi unid t 

been run im a while, in order l,> ensure thai the he,unit's will k p¡ 
and cooled ! rom the outset. 
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Mie material used  in all components coming into eoiil.ki   ,sn¡, tie ;ir uln, t ... 
If") 10 _\> stainless steel (acul-ptont  .leeli   Packings ami O-rines m   tn.im.dh ot ,,il 
and    heat-resistanl    mirile    ruhbei     but    lot   application   in    the    . henne.tl    ami 
pharniaeetitical fields Vito.i rubber has been used. Several .»I  the,o m.i.hiii. , haw 
also been supplied with es. plosion-proof motors, 

I he Centri-Iberni evaporator is also numiladurod m a shghtlv madidi d >¡-is.,>i, 
Ibis modification is only available HI s./e ( i(» and is denominated ( [ (,< I |k. 
operating principles ol this modification are shown in figure (. I he liquid enters the 
distributor at (I), the steam outlet ^ at il\. the unlet for the water iioin 
condensation is at < ?). The outlet for the concentrare (4) !s r;uj,;l| ,Ulj ,j, 
concentrate is collected on a rotating transport cone (5) and passed bv eentnfug; 
force to the tipper end of the cone and from there to a collecting channel, as m tlu 
standard machine. The steam inlet is at <o>. I his modified version permits higher 
concentrations. 

A standard one-stage Centri-Therm plant for the condensation ot fruit (uice is 
shown u, figure 7. Its principal components are numbeied and explained below 

( I ) Strainer. I he liquid is strained through a perforated disc in order to prevent 
the larger particles from reaching the injection nozzles, which thev might plug. \ 
standard plant has only one strainer but for products that contain pulp (o.g. citrus 
juice) ; set-up widi two strainers and * wo way cocks is obtainable that p-runts one 
filter to be cleaned while the other is m UM;. 

Cl Hálame tank, with two ¡hut-operated vahes. The product to be condensed 
is connected to the upper valve and water to the lower one. I he tank will 
consequently act as a safety device as the lower valve will admit water if the inflow 
of the product should cease; the risk of running the evaporator dry is thus 
eliminated. When lye or other cleaning fluids are circulating through the balance tank 
during cleaning, the water vaJve will also automatically compensate for the water loss 
due to evaporation. 

(3) Positive feed-pump, with vamhle-spevd drive. The product is pumped from 
the balance tank to the evaporator by a single-stage pump (Mono H-30 on a standard 

16 and Mono H-40 on a CT9) fitted with a variable-speed drive. The use of a 
positive pump with variable speed ensures complete control of the feed and also of 
the degree of concentration. 

(4) Flow-meter. A How-meter ol the rotameter type H mserted in the line 
between the feed-pump and the evaporator. 
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Figure 6. Modified Centri Therm CT6 evaporator (CT6C) for higher concentrations 
(see text for explanation of numbering) 
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/•«i/rc 7 S/fl«iA»t/ iwe-jft«* Centri-Therm evaporator for the condensation offrait 
juice (sec text for explanation of numbering) 

(5) Modified Centri-Thenn.  This element of the plant has been discussed in 
detail above. 

(6) Expansion cooler with thertnp-compressor. From the evaporator the 
concentrate is drawn into a vacuum chamber. As the vacuum here is much higher 
than m the evaporator, some water will immediately flash off and vapori/e As the 
latent heat ol vapour is high (586 kcal/kg at 20»C) much heal is consumed in the 
process and consequently the temperature of the concentrate instantly drops to a 
value corresponding to the saturation temperature of vapour at the prevailing vacuum 
in the cooler (The gas drawn off is normally water vapour, but it can of course also 
he solvent, alcohol, or the like.) The vacuum in the expansion chamber is created by 
a thcrmo-compressor, the outlet of which is connected to the condenser. 

In many cases the v.scosity of the product will not permit cooling to the lowest 
range, as jt may be impossible te pump the concentrate out of the cooler. An 
alternative is to use a swept-surface cooler. 

For cooling down to 8»C and 5»C, two-stage compressors are used. Steam 
consumption naturally increases considerably when cooling to low temperatures 
partly because more water must be drawn off, but principally because far more 
energy is consumed to attain the high vacuum required. 

dwinìT..0"!5 ,m,St bC taken When dcsigning the vaP°ur P¡Pes from the coo»er. 
Ow«ng to the low pressures, even minute quantities of vapour will havc considerable 
volume, and ,t ,s recommended that the compressor be fitted as close to the 



( iniriHh rni   i-.i/iunJim: lltiu UHJ Inn < ./-. in iilütn m ¡•hu,   • i .,/•, •/,;/, 1/ , 

expansion chamher as possible in order to avoid an undue pressure-drop on the 
suction side. Under no circumstances should the vapour velocitv he allowed lo 
exceed SO meters per second without careful calculation of' the subsequent 
pressure-drop. 

(7) Coh'cntralc-cxtractioii ¡>ump. Normally a two-stage Mono II-.?: (,m <. I (>) 
or 11-42 (on tlie ( Tu model ( enln-Therm) is used. 

(*) Condenser. A fluid may exist in the form ota vapour (gas)or as liquid The 
change from the vapour to the liquid state is called condensation, lor a simple fluid. 
such as water, the change from liquid to vapour and from vapour to liquid will take 
place at a certain temperature at a given pressure. This temperature is the saturation 
temperature. Thus the pressure at which the evaporation is carried out corresponds 
directly to the temperature of the vapour drawn off from ;he evaporator, and the 
pressure in the vapour pipe will consequently govern the evaporation temperature. A 
condenser is required to reduce this pressure and mutitain a partial vacuum. 
Condensers are of two minds: surface condensers ;.id barometric condensers, 
commonly of the spray type. 

Surface condensers include such well-known designs as the tubular condenser 
and the plate heat-exchanger. If the condensate is to be used in a steam boiler or for 
other purposes (condensate is excellent for cleaning the plant .after operation) a 
surfrce condenser must be used. 

Also shown in figure 7 are <<>) a liquid-ring air-pump to draw off the 
non-condensative gases from the condenser; (10) automatic steam-rcguiating valve, 
safety valve, steam filter, steam trap, thermometers and related devices; and ( 11 ) the 
control panel, with push-buttons, contactors and fuses. Accessory equipment lor 

Figure 8. Surface condenser using plate heat-exchanger components 



I v oi evaporators m tin tooj ami bioeheniu al industries 

ilc-acrating and pro-hoating can be added, as may the aroma-recovery system that is 
discuvNed at the end ot" this section. 

A new surlace condenser has been developed that uses plate heat-exchanger 
components < figure S). It ,s called the AI fa-1 aval box condenser. Ordinary 
heat-exchanger plates are used on the cooling medium side. This equipment is 
suitable tor pre-heatme milk, juices and other foods, since .sanitary connexions and 
surfaces are ensured. 

r igure «i shows a typical barometric condenser of the spray type. It operates as 
follows: water is pumped in through the tup connexion (I) and is distributed 
uniformly over a toothed weir. A curtain of water falls down to a baffle plate and 
the vupour entering through the side inlet (2) is mixed thoroughly with water 
ensuring efficient condensation. The condenser must be accurately levelled when 
tr-cted if an unbroken curtain of water is to be formed. Air and non-conüensative 
gases are drawn off from the top (J) to a vacuum pump, and water is drawn off 
thrrugh the tailpipe (4), 

1C   VAC J-JM   P JMP 

.   .'    ft 
WATER 

TAU PIK r^>  U 4 

o^umVng
Pr *"""'* mndm5er °f th€ mny *" fSee teXt fW e***•**10» 



< i trrri  flu nn, , xpanJint' tin» and tnr, n/, >r. utaiioii rlat<  < i ,;/><„-,;/,,n 

On the steam side the plate is open all along its upper edge (see ligure M !!,¡. 
arrangement provides a large opening through which the hii!h-vohme\jpu.:rv .an 
pass. I he plates and cover as well as the trame and other component* are of st unless 
steel therelore aggressive media may also be handled. I he deuce can be .,r: «wed t. 
suit the amount ot cooling water available, and the water .o.isumpuon ,jn |v , ,pi 
low. Its dimensions are quite small. 

¡he platage con he arranged either in parallel or in series. When the pre-iiejtm- 
section is used, both water and product sides must be parallel as is iK«. the eise 
when a very small pressure drop is required. L'tilizing the condenser as a P,e neuer 
wil! reduce cooling-water consumption, especially when the product to he -rcted is 
cool as is normally the case with milk, for example. 

If there is no pre-heating section, the platage will usuaJK be in series, thus 
permitting the coolie-water to leave the condenser at 1"C or'2°C below Kipour 
temperature. If clear water is being used for cooling, the hot water may then be 
collected in a tank to be used for washing and the like. 

Spray condensers are widely used because of their simple design and low cost 
However, they must either be provided with powerful pumps to remove the water 
from the tailpipe and some kind of level regulator or be mounted sufficiently high to 
allow the water to be drawn off through the tailpipe by gravity. The long pipes and 
the erection work required naturally add to their cost. 

Trw «xpandrngftow evaporator 

Although the expanding-flow ( EF) evaporator bears a superficial resemblance to 
the t enìn-Therm machine the fundamental principles of these two devices are 
completely different. Instead of using double-walled rotating cones, the £F device 
operates with single-walled stationary conical surfaces. The incoming liquid is forced 
over the surface by means of the vapour in the same way as in the climbing-film 
evaporator. Since the cones are stacked upon each other, the heating surface can 
easily be adapted to various capacities by using appropriate numbers of cones. The 
design also permits low height, and the heating surfaces are accessible for cleaning 
and inspection. The cone stack is surrounded by an inner hood, which separates 
possible drops of liquid from the vapour, and an outer cover. All components are of 
MMnkH steel, standard 18/8 or, for some fruit juices and chemical purposes. 
18/IU/..5. Each unit of the EF evaporator described here has a maximum heating 
surface of 35 m2. 

The operation of the EF evaporator is diagrammed in figure 10. The liquid to be 
heated enters at the bottom through the hoUow spindle in the centre and is ejected 
through holes in the spindle into the space between two cones. As the liquid is 
normally pre-heated to a temperature above evaporation temperature in the 
evaporator, some water wiU immediately flash off, and the mixture of vapour and 
liquid will begin to move upwards in the space between the cones. At the end of the 
passage the vapour will be separated from the liquid and pass through the hole in the 
intermediate hood and over to the next effect or to the condenser. The concentrated 
liquid drops down to the bottom of the evaporator and is drawn out by the 
contvmtrate-extraction pump. 
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Fd^tio^oMZWCti0n dkmm °f m expandin*fl°» <EF> ««P•«», showing 
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I de steam enters the evaporator through the side inlet, moves upwards thnnmli 
Me- m the cone hums and m between every other passage. In tins way there'is 
alwav s steam on ..ne side ol the cone and liquid on the other. I he steam will begin to 
condense as the steam-condensate mixture moves downwards in the steam passages 
M the end ot the passage the condensate is collected in an outlet connected tò the 

v-oiuiensale pump and withdrawn. 

\n individual lì cone is diagrammed in figure II. This component is made from 
a single stainless-steel sheet, tunning a light but rigid element. Only one disc is shown 
in this ligure, but steam and condensate will not. of course, travel m the same passage 
as the product..... !...., been explained in the discussion of figure 10. 

Figure II. Diagram of an individual cone element of the expandingflow evaporator 

A flow diagram of a typical two-stage expanding-flow milk evaporating plant is 
presented in figure 12. In principle, this layout will be the same for several other 
products. There are also one- and three-stage plants, as well as combinations with the 
C'entrt-Therm, aroma recovery plants, etc. These combinations are dealt with later in 
a separate section. 

The function of the plant is as follows: From a balance tank (1) the milk is 
pumped by the feed pump (2) through a regulating valve to the condenser, where 
some of the vapour from the second effect is used to pre-heat the milk. From the 
condenser the milk goes to a plate heat-exchanger (4), passing a flow-meter (3) of the 
rotameter typ:. In the plate heat-exchanger the milk is first heated by the condensate 
from both effects, whereupon the temperature is increased in the heating section by 
means of vacuum steam. 

From the plate heat-exchanger the heated milk enters the first-effect E F 
evaporator (5 ) where evaporation takes place. The concentrate is then pumped to the 
second-effect evaporator (6). and finally the finished product is removed through 
regulating valve (7). 
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The «arac type and size of vacuum pump is used for the IF evaporator ,s tor the 
( entn-Therm  dcv.ee.   Since   this   element   has  already   been  ie^r bed he 

?TZ0i Ï* ,aí,er- Ü need ** «Med *»* that ¡t n^t be desired t» l"n  he 

•>c. I he use of *,d may cause damage to the vacuum pump by excessive corrosion 
a* this pump » constructed mainly „f cast ,ron and bron/e llo^ a ,Z !, I 
vacuum pump, will he available to meet such conditions. *' 

The condensers used m FF systems are the san« as «hose used m Centn-1 hern, 
evaporators and are considered at length above in the section that deals witHhcm 

¡n M" evaporating systems thcrrmi-compiessors are used to save steam  and the 

ÏÏAcc    %tcmn mú $0 pef cent vapour *wnin* a *• 
worJ w,^trmeS *?• ,hU* Cum,derabte- previously noted, the compress a.us, 
work w.thm „arrow |,mito regarding pressure and capacity ,f the highest mmMc 

&V X\^*U*•áJ^ » be necessary to alter pressure o    ^v 

insulltnTL* bíS1 »bI ^""^««P«««« » ¿way» troublesome. Adequate 
wih .7      ?      ^    TVer A,S°'inSlIatton of «•» ^»d »fter »he compressor 
w th a |aycr of mmeral- or glass-wool, and over this a layer of foam plastic at least 
50 mm thick is recommended. This insulation should be protected with a cover of 
aluminium or stainless steel. 

The steam is highly superheated as it leaves the thermocompressor, since ,t is 
under great pressure (usually from 8 to 12 atmospheres). This pressure drops sharply 
at the noz/le. However before the steam can condense on the surfaces of the cone 
^tack ,t must be cooled to the saturation point. Since the latent heat of steam is 
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released ont> during condensation, a portion of the lieat-transter process must take 
place beforehand. The superheated steam is therefore saturated bv water-iniection. 
hot water from the condensate pump is forced through a spray no/zie against the 
steam flow and is instantly converted into steam, a process that consumes large 
amounts of heat. 

A disadvantage ot the use of superheated steam is the risk of formation of dry 
films of the product on the cone surfaces)•'burning on") when heat-sensitive liquids 
are treated. 

The forced-circulation plate evaporator 

In principle, this type of evaporation plant consists oï a heat-exchanger, a 
vacuum chamber and a circulation pump. The liquid to be evaporated is circulated at 
high velocity through the heat-exchanger and is heated under pressure. I he heated 
liquid leaving the heat-exchanger is subjected to vacuum when entering the expansion 
vessel. Part of the water content of the liquid is thus vaporized and drawn to a 
condenser. The partly concentrated liquid enters the circulation pump and is 
returned to the heat-exchanger for further heating and expansion. Circulation 
continues until the required concentration is reached. Fresh liquid is continuously 
added to the circulating volume, and concentrated liquid is pumped out of the 
system. 

The size of plants of this type is limited only by the size of the heat-exchangers 
available for use in them. Quite large capacities can be attained with plate-type 
heat-exchmgers. Arrangements in two or three effects are possible, depending on the 
temperature differences that can be used with the liquid to be treated. 

The forced-circulation plate evaporator has the advantage that it produces no 
deposits even with liquids that are normally difficult to treat or those that contain 
particles such as pulp. It can also be used with liquids of high viscosity. On the other 
hand, the in-plant holding time of the product is rather long, and the electrical 
consumption of the circulation pumps is high. 

Cotnparison ot the characteristics of the three types of evaporator 

To  facilitate  comparisons  among them,   the   characteristics of the  three 
evaporating systems that have been discussed here are set out in table I. 

Aeewwry aroma-recovery equipment 

sv^n?T*' LT!? kind\ °f aCCeSSOry eWme"t can be used with the evaporator 
arom e t^ Í f 7' AT?8 ** m°St interes^g of these accessories is the 
Sed liS!^gned ,0r USe With an expanding-llow evaporator, which is 

a^ÄT* and eVaPOratÍOn ntk» UXd in this — P" •«* «o «he recovery of 
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lin* .iroiiia-recvViA plant has 'luce principal sections tho pro-ticatIIIL* section, 
tlic aronia-icco\er\ section and the aroma condensing section \s shown m tlu fi i »w 
sheet 'figure 13) the plant, taken as a whole, consists not onl\ ot equipment h>r 
uvoverv ot aroma trom evaporated vapours hut also of* an e\ aporator to extr.u! the 
aroma trom t!ie puce. Nonnalh speaking-however, the term "aroma-rccovcrv plant" 
leleis onlv to the section concerned with the recovery and concentration o| the 
ev aporated aroma 

I he raw unce enteis the plant through abalance tank that ensures a regular tate 
ot teed through a flojt-controlled inlet valve. The juice is then moved hv a 
centrifugal pump to a plate heat exchanger I I) where it is pre-heated by regeneration 
to anproximateh 7<)"C. Here the de-uromati/ed juice from the evaporator is utilized 
as heatinu uicdiuin. 1 he capacity is adjusted by means of the valve on the outlet of 
the teed pump and a flow-meter. 

Ihe pre-heated lince is then fed into an IT evaporator ( 2) where IÜ per cent of 
the incoming juice is evaporated at atmospheric pressure at lOO'T. The quantity of 
water evaporated car. be checked by means of a flow-meter mounted in the pipeline 
to the next evaporator effect. 

The tenth part of the liquid that contains most of the volatile flavours is then 
condensed and super-cooled in the condensing section of a plate heat-exchanger (3>. 
The condensate and non-condensable gases, which are saturated with aroma vapours, 
are piped to an ice-water-cooled section for the recovery of as much as possible of 
the aroma substances. This section consists of a special evaporation-condensation 
unit (4), ¿escribed below a laboratory glass cooler <5) and an ice-water-cooled 
blocking condenser for the vent gases (h) that derives its cooling water from an 
ici-water generation plant (7). Operating conditions and the quantity of evaporated 
vapours mav be checked by means of a flow-meter and a sight glass. 

Ihe evaporation-condensation unit (4) is of a special type, with two sections 
mounted under the same hood. The lower one operates as an evaporator in which 
one tenth of the flow is vaporized by live steam; in the upper section these vapours 
are condensed directly by the cooling-water. 

finally, the uroma substances, which by now have been concentrated to a 
one-hundredth part of the raw juice volume, pass by gravity through the laboratory 
glass cooler (5). This aroma concentrate can be filled into light-proof demijohns and 
stored at ord  ary cellar temperatures for future use. 

Before leaving the plant, the vent gases from the two evaporating stages pass 
through the ice-water-cooled blocking condenser (6). Here they are cooled and most 
of the aroma substances are condensed. This condensate runs back to join the aroma 
concentrate fron the condenser. 
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APPLICATIONS IN THE FOOD AND BIOCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 

Three types of modern evaporators have been described. They operate in 
different ways and have different characteristics. Together they forni a complete line 
of machines that can, singly or in combination, perform almost any concentration of 
fluid that might be required in the food and biochemical industries. 

Almost all organic substances are very sensitive to heat. Temperature and 
treatment time are therefore of utmost importance. Thus, increasing the treatment 
temperature of such material by 10°C approximately doubles the rapidity with 
which it will deteriorate. This means, for example, that a processing temperature of 
70"C for 10 seconds is compaiable to 60°C for 20 seconds, 50°C for 40 seconds. 
40°C for 80 seconds, 30°C for 160 seconds, and so on. Thus, using modern 
evaporators with relatively brief product-holding time, the same results can be 
achieve J at a relatively high temperature as were obtained in older equipment that 
operated at a lower temperature and higher vacuum for a longer time. The new 
condensing and vacuum equipment is therefore simpler, easier, and more economical 
to use. At the same time, there is less deterioration and higher quality of the final 
product when using the same temperature as before. This is illustrated in the 
products discussed below. 

This list is not exhaustive; only examples taken from different industries have 
been selected. Some of these product lines are discussed in greater detail than others 
in the hope that they might serve as typical examples of how complete processing 
lines can be arranged. 

Dairy products 

Milk products are today the greatest source of protein for human consumption. 
However, production centres are away from the large population centres, and it is 
one characteristic of a microbiological product such as milk that the untreated 
product is very perishable, and transportation of it for considerable distances is 
consequently impossible. Various processes are available for overcoming these 
difficulties, and the most important of these to date is the transformation of liquid 
milk into a powder. This is achieved by drying the liquid in either of two ways: spray 
drying and roller drying. As the drying process is relatively expensive, the liquid is 
first concentrated in an evaporator, as this pre-treatment is less costly than drying. 
Steam consumption (in kilograms) per kilogram of water removed by evaporation is 
approximately as follows: 
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Spray drying 

Roller drying 

Single-stage evaporation 

Three-stage evaporation 

(kg} 

3.0 

1.5 

1.1 

0.3 

Spray drying or roller drying can be done either at the milk-collecting centre 
(alternative A) or away from it (alternative B). These two alternatives arc diagrammed 
in figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Two alternative methods of milk powder production 
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Figure 15 shews a principal flow sheet of a double-effect evaporation plant and a 
normal spray drver. This arrangement can be used for skim milk, whole milk. 
fat-enriched inni and whey. In the latter case, however, some minor modifications 
might be needed as described below. 

lor sprav-drying purposes skim milk is normally concentrated in the evaporation 
plant from u to 45-48 .' [IS.J When roller drying is used, the concentration ratio is 
normally lower due to difficulties in roller-drying higher content of DS. Normal 
figures are 30 to 35-38'; DS but some types of roller dryers can treat up to 43'   DS. 

In the evaporating and drying of skim nulk, cosi is a prime consideration. This 
means that the most economical plant must be chosen in each case, and the total 
amount of powder to be produced per year and the expected number of operating 
hours per year are of great importance. Among others, the questions in Diagram A 
sh< uld be considered. 

When planning an evaporation plant, it should be recognized that the inclusion 
of many stages raises primary cost but reduces operating cost. If skim milk for 
treatment is available for only a short season, only a few stages are generally used. On 
the other hand, if the milk supply is fairly even over the year, the use of relatively 
many stages is generally more economical. However, many local conditions, such a: 
the costs of heating steam, cooling water and labour must be considered. A complete 
cost evaluation should be made. 

However, even in an existing plant, the operator can do much to increase 
production economy and efficiency. Operating conditions are very sensitive to milk 
quality, and everything should be done to transport and store the milk at the lowest 
possible temperature before concentration and drying. Better microbiological quality 
of the milk means fewer interruptions in operation and longer operating times 
between cleaning cycles. These circumstances are of particular importance in 
countries with warm climates. 

MUk characteristics to be avoided are high bacteria content and high acidity. 
Measures that can be taken to prevent them include shortening of pre-treatment 
storage time; cooling as much and as rapidly as possible; reduction of evapora ion 
temperature; and reduction of the temperature difference between steam and milk in 
the evaporator. 

Roughly the same general rule as for skim milk can be applied to whole milk. 
Very often a plant is laid out for both products; in this case the evaporation capacity 
il lower when treating whole mük than when treating slum milk (difference is 10 to 
15 per cent). Whole milk is generally concentrated to about 48% DS before spray 
drying, inlet concentration is 12% DS. 

Surplus whey from cheese factories is generally removed in order to produce 
cattle feed and to avoid drainage problems. Evaporation is normally followed by 
roller drying. As with skim milk, it is most important to treat the whey when it is as 
fresh as possible. Longer storage or transportation time must take place at a low 
temperature (less than 5"C). 

i Percentage of dry substance content. See definition in Annex. 
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Diagram A. kvafv ration and drying of skim milk 

The problems involved in the evaporation of whey are very much dependent on 
the tvpe of cheese from which it originates. This is also a determining factor for the 
maximum outlet concenliation from the evaporator. Inlet concentration is 
approximately  o'ï  DS. Outlet concentration may vary from 30 to approximately 
55 , DS. 

It a higher concentration is required this can be reached by mounting a 
single-stage "finisher" after the pre-evaporator. The forced-circulation type of 
evaporator can be used, and a concentration of approximately 70% DS is then the 
maximum. However, when Centri-Therm evaporator is used instead, a maximum 
concentration of approximately 80% DS can be reached. 

When producing roller-dried powder, the concentration reaches 30-45' í DS. For 
the spray process a higher concentration can be used. 45-55fí DS. In this case special 
action must be taken to avoid clogging of the powder in the outlet front the drying 
chamber and the cyclones. The powder is very hygroscopic; however, it will be less so 
it some of the sugar in the concentrate is crystallized prior to drying. This can be 
done by cooling the concentrate below I0°C after it leaves the evaporator and 
keeping it at that temperature for about 24 hours. The concentrate will then have a 
sandy consistency and will yield a less hygroscopic powder when spray dried. The 
crystallization process in the concentrate may be accelerated by seeding with whey 
powder or lac1 ose. 

The production oí sweetened condensed milk presents special problems. A plant 
for this purpose is diagrammed in figure 16 and discussed below. After pre-heating, 
the mi Ik is stored in a tank, wh¿re sugar is added. The pre-heating temperature is of 
importance for the final thickening. Low-temperature heating (60-65°C) tends to 
yield a final product that thickens rapidly, but higher pre-heating temperatures 
reduce thickening. The best results are usually achieved by pre-heating the milk to 
about 7".$o°c. B> adding one kilogram of water per kiiogram of sugar, a syrup is 
obtained that is added to the pre-heated miik. 

Concentration takes place in a two-stage forced-circulation evaporator. This type 
of machine provides a sufficient holding time and the most convenient treatment for 
lorming sugar crystals of the optimum size. The concentrate is filled into a jacketed 
tank wuh a scraper. After holding for about one hour (agitator running) at the 
concentrate temperature (normally about 50°C). the batch is cooled to about 20°C 
by *ater or even ice-wjter m the tank jacket. The product is then ready to be filled 
.nt-/1 ¡is containers. 
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Figure ¡6. Suggested flow diagram for the manufacture of sweetened condensed 
milk 

A typical temperature programme for the production of sweetened condensed 
milk in a plant such as that shown in figure 15 is the following: 

milk tank 50°C 
evaporator 

(stage I) 75-50°C 
(stage II) 45-50°C 

finished product 

(after cooling) ca. 20°C 

Two typical recipes for the production of sweetened condensed milk are the 
following: (ai 1000 kg skim milk phis 163.5 kg sugar (with some water), to yield a 
product that wiU contain 47.5 per cent sugar, 25.2 per cent non-fat substances (such 
as casein) and 27.3 per cent water; and (b) 10OO kg whole milk (2.85 per cent fat), 
207 kg sugar (with some water), to yield a product that will contain 46.4 per cent 
sugar. 20.2 per cent non-fat substances, 6.4 per c*nt fat and 27.0 per cent water. 

Evaporators have many other uses in the dairy industry, among them the 
manufacture of ice-cream and yoghurt, the concentration of buttermilk, and the 
production of fat-enriched milk. These are more speciali/ed processes, and 
descriptions of them are not within the limits of this paper. 
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In all Iniit-iuuv corkenluti'Mi. as weil as m aronu-recoverv. it is essential to 
keep the tune•tempeiature relationship at a minimum. Hie evaporators ot the 
Cetitri-[ hetm and expandmg-flow types described above are therefore extremely well 
suited tor tins pin pose, as the m-plant retention time is very short. To obtain 
optimum quality of th; concentrate the Centri-Therm is always used as a "finisher". 
The si/e of the Cen.ri-Therm unit is determined by t'e capacity of the plant and it 
an even higher capacity or better economy are required (multiple-stage evaporation) 
the expanding-llow evaporator is used for pre-evaporation before the finishing stage. 

The aroma-recovery problem for orange juice has not yet been completely solved 
commercially In lurope this problem is not even taken into consideration, and the 
juice is concentrated in the most gentle and economical way from the initial 
concentration of about 10-ll°Brix to 72°Brix. Older production plants often use 
tubular convection-circulation calandrias in which the holding time for the product is 
very long, as much as 30 minutes in some cases. However, it has been found that a 
single passage and short evaporation time are of utmost importance for the quality of 
the concentrate. The type of evaporation performed by the Centri-Therm machine is 
especially gentle to vitamin C (losses less than 2 to 6 per cent), colour (deterioration 
of carotenoids less than to 3.6 per cent) and amino-acids (deterioration less than 0.8 
to 6 per cent). 

It has also been found that retention time is most important in the loss of aroma 
substances. The longer the concentrate is retained in the evaporator, the smaller the 
quantity of aroma substances that remains in it after the evaporation process. It has 
been found that concentrate produced in the Centri-Therm evaporator loses little 
aroma; in this respect, this machine is presently the best for concentrating orange 
juice. 

huronean processors normally work with relatively small plants in which one or 
two Centri-Therm evaporators are sufficient. This means that they obtain high 
quality without special arrangements reprding aroma-recovery. For higher capacities, 
pre-evaporation with the ex pan ding-flow machine takes place before the 
Centri-Therm evaporator is used. 

In the Inited States normal capacities for orange processers are much higher 
than in burope. This means that Centri-Therm plants are quite insufficient and much 
ore must be taken regarding aroma. Usually the "cut-back" method is used. This 
mws that only a part of the fresh aroma-containing juice is concentrated but this is 
done to a higher degree than is required in the final product. The remaining part of 
the fresh juice is added to this concentrate so that the desired concentration is 
attained. In this way the final product contains a certain amount of fresh aroma 
which gives the necessary appearance. The process is illustrated in Diagram B, in 
which the normal concentration figures are also shown. 

The pulp content of the fresh juice is a limiting factor as regards concentration. 
Too high a pulp content causes the formation of precipitates on the heating surfaces 
of the evaporator and thereby lowers its capacity. The machine must be stopped for 
cleaning after a certain time. The following figures show the maximum pulp content 
in the fresh juice that can be treated without difficulty: 
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( tum riunii, when concentrating to 72"Brix. ^ per cent pulp 

( mm- fhenn. modified design, wlien concentratine to 7J"[jn\. It' Pe: cent n¡ 

hxpanuiimtlow, when concentrating to 40"Bnx. 10 per cent pulp 

(The   pulp-content   figures   reter   to   measurements  according   to   the   centrili,^ 
method.) 

r>jr,-.... 

Diagram ß.  The ' 'cut-back ' ' evaporation process 

Figure 17 shows a principal-flow diagram for a normal European complete 
orange juice processing plant. Lemon juice is similarly evaporated to a content of 
40-45 per cent dry wbstance. Grape-fruit juice is concentrated in the same wav. 
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\pple  aliti   |v.i;   |¡ii-Os.   1 he   svstcm  tor albina recovery   described in Ilio  previous 
section i- ah'1 iinli/ovl I» T appio |iuo.'   I lie compiuto procer is illusi ral oil in figure I >> 
Mici l'iatiinc ami washing Ilio Inni is led ml" a press to extract the JUICO, from lins 
point it i> nit'sl iinporianl to pioioct ilio |i'ioe troni oxidation and aroma loss 
( ontact with air musi thus he iniiirni/cd Ilio piuo is pumpcd to a centrifuge Im 
clarification \e\t comes the aroma-recovery procedure, and about one tenth ni 
water content is evaporated, the |uico volume being reduced by that amount. Ilio 
aroma-recovery plajit described above is used, arid the aroma concentrate leaves it 
concentrated KM) to 150 tunes, according to requirements. 

delatine and preparations lor depectini/ation (in order to facilitate the 
precipitation and to make the sediment more compact) are added to the remaining 
juice |lH) per cent of the original volume» The process is completed in storage tanks 
tor a certain time, the length of which depends upon temperature and type of 
additive. After settling, the juice is filtered to produce a brilliantly clear light-amber 
colour. The amount of additive to be used and the temperature/time relationship are 
recommended by the manufacturers of these preparations. 

After depectmi/ation the juice is treated in an evaporation plant for final 
concentration. For plants of lower capacities only the Centri-Therm is used, but for 
higher juice capacities the pre-evaporator (expanding flow) is also used. Normally the 
juice is concentrated to 7ü-72l>Brix, at which concentration the juice is normally 
self-preserving. Evaporation muat take place within the briefest possible retention 
tune st) that quality, and especially colour, can be maintained. After cooling, the 
concentrate is stored in tanks. Juice should be stored at 0-5°C and the aroma 
concentrate at not more than room temperature. For consumption, the concentrate 
is diluted and the aroma concentrate added. Pasteurization and filling are done 
altervvauis. 

Ibis system has several important advantages over the oldei one in which the 
tie*h itiice is stored without aroma-recovery and concentration, lor example, fewer 
stoiage tanks and less building space are required. 4lso, the quality and aroma of 
tiosh juice \ary considerably during the season. With the system described, this 
vaiiation can be compensated for by dilution and addition of aroma concentrate, 
pennutmg a uniform and high product quality. Fuitherrnore, transportation and 
handling costs can be reduced if dilution and filling are performed at a distance from 
the pom! ol pioduction. 

figure 18 diagtams a medium si/e of production plant in which one expanding- 
flow evaporator and one Centri-Therm CT6 are combined to form a two-stage plant. 
In this way high concentrate quality (short retention time) is combined with low 
steam consumption. 

I or moie delicate juices, such as those of berries, aroma recovery cannot be 
carried out in the same way as for apple juice. The reasons for this are that such 
linces and their aroma substances are more sensitive to heat, and that a larger part of 
the juice than 10 per cent (as for apple) must be evaporated in order to obtain 
suttieient yield ot the aroma recovery. The plant layout diagrammed in figure 19 is 
suggested tor use with juices ot i his kind. 
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/•/gu/r /y. Suggested plant for evaporation and aroma recovery with delkate /tuces 
such as those of berries 

Instead of heatnig the juice to I00°C and recovering the aroma in the first stage 
of evaporation, the complete concentration takes place in a Centri-Therm device. 
Here concentration is completed in single passage to the dry substance content 
required. In this way the juice and concentrate temperature will never exceed 
evaporation temperature m the Centri-Therm machine (about SO"C) All vapours 
formed (containing the aroma) are condensed in the usual way m a surface 
condenser in this case the box condenser. The condensate (containing the aroma) is 
heated to 100°C and treated twice in the special vaporizer-condenser described 
earlier. Among Uie advantages are low-temperature treatment, recovery of aroma 
from all the vapour and comparatively inexpensive equipment. 

In the processing of pineapple juice, the extracted juice is centnfuged to remove 
heavy solids and is heated to 75°C to inactivate enzymes, hither the aroma-recovery 
process or the "cut-back" procedure is applied, as described above in the discussion 
of citrus juices. After centnlugmg, the juice may be <MO°Brix, while in a modern 
centrifuge 20-25% DS in the pulp phase can be reached. Aroma recovery takes place 
according to the previously described two-stage condensation process. In order to 
attain a yield of aroma in the aroma concentrate of more than 60 per cent the water 
evaporation must be inereised to 20-25 per cent of incoming juke in the 
aroma-recovery evaporator. The de-aromatized juice is normally concentrated to 
45-60°Brix. evaporation takes place in the expanding-flow machine as 
pre-evaporator and, if required, is completed in the Centri-Therm machine. 

Grape juice is either concentrated 1:3, yielding a product that keeps well under 
very good storage conditions, or 1:4 to 1:5. i„ which case the concentrate is 
self-preservmg.    The   volatile    flavouring   elements   may    be   recovered   in   an 
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aroma-ccovermg evaporator such as the one ,ha, lus be,-,, di*uss,d .... 
expand.ng.flow evaporator should be used to produce ,he ! > conce tut, Z 
higher concentrations the Centri-lherm device should be used 

In the concentration of grape juice, special precautions „nisi ho I;,ken ,,„„„ ,.-, 
precipitation  „|   w.ne-s.one (tartaric acid) on  the heatmg sur.aces   Sh ss 
holding tune on «he heating surfaces ,s of great importancc.'and all   arts /, 
through which the raw juice or the concentrate will pas,   tube bends valves    „, 
pre-heater and evaporator  should be designed to minimi/e flow resistan •' 

Some processing methods that can be used to counter tins preemption pr 
may be mentioned: (a) cold storage of the fresh juice at  %r for   !i,e 

ohlciii 
or one  week. 

de-sulphuojation of the ju.ee before concentration (the lower its aciditv  il   le« le 

TSTu tnZS fTh dePÜSÍtS): and StabilKat,0n °f tiK>• b> '-«-'- - 
addice m CÜUntry COnCerned- &diu»' bicarbonate  ,s a possible 

Another important problem in connexion with the concentration of ,rape juice 
¡s that many processers wish to store their fresh juice m order to concentrad o 
longer period after the rush time of grape-harvest is over. Sulphur diox.de   S(      , 
dded » order to preserve the fresh juice. At the time of evaporation it is nc^arl 

to remove ,t and restore the normaJ content of less than 0.2 per cent. To  c   eveTh^ 
it «necessary to observe certain evaporation conditions closely: holding time should 
not be too short, evaporation may be increased, and flash-cooling of the  ön!enträ 
may be used m order to increase the sulphur dioxide removal stili further I  can   s 
be removed by means of special vacuum treatment prior to evaporation 

Apricot   peach,  apple and pear purées are concentrated fur less expensive 
ummng; or for shipment to consuming centres where thev mav be co.nb n d v 

Ali thT,    i r?ts, f;om the bowi-The d<*rece <* ffl      o, the type and kind of fruit and on the pre-treatment   I he treatment 
«quence s diagrammed in figure 20. 

Concentrated tomato ju.ee » normally referred to as tomato paste or tomato 
purée   The usual way to concentrate tomato juice is bv means of some kind „f 
orced-crcuJation evaporator. This type of process involves long holding time and 

Uius endangers the product quality. |„ practice the high viscosity8„f the concentie 
also causes fouUng of heating surfaces and slows evaporation. 

brTen ¡ÄS It•"* ^f*^ "*' WasWng and Wtt^ th€ íümatoes • 
J•« ZLf^TL AT ubtmed b «nWf«l««iy «PWtod into pulp and 
¿Zed XFïL7\ y Î* J!""• k Concentrated' and «he concentrate is 
dtag^rt P   P     """    C m* pr0dUCt- FigUre 2I Shmws the PrinciPal flow 

rh, ÜZ kÌnd °[ frUit' fre-treatment ">d the type oí centrifugal separator used are 
the determining factors for pulp content ,n the serum phase and for moisture content 
in the pulp phase. It is of course intended to maintain not too low a pulp content in 
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Figure 20  Treatment sequence in the processing of necton and other pulpy jukes 
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Figure 21. Principe-flow diagram of tomato-juke processing (separation method) 

the serum but stiL reach acceptable evaporating characteristics. Of course, the dry 
substance content, which is roughJy the same as the pulp content of the pulp phase 
tltí   f ".S* M paulkk¿ '? this way the co^ntration ratio and evaporation 
capacity for the serum may be kept lower. An example from the field is shown in 
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/hagmmC.  Semm and pulp concentrations m evaporation o, toman. ,,„,, 

I he degree of concentration of course depends on how much piI|p ls lo(t m tlk, 
*rum. If an almost clear «rum juice is obtained it may be concent ated in  he 
manner as apple juice, and a concentration of 70-HO-Brtx may be re ach Í ' 

r^n ZIT i0m,b,neH With/Ifrnt ""«'¡A«» -paration (hlgh conten, of 
in pulp phase) a final product of 32-35';? I)S concentration may be reached 

The type of evaporator to be chosen also depends on the remami.,, content ot 
pulp ,n the serum. With clear serum juice the expandmg-flow evaporator,        I  , 
for pre-concentration  and then the Centri-Therm machine is u*d as the  m s 

S.S3Ä^Wgh producl ^(mi—d—«• <• ¿,'i 
If the remaining pulp content in the serum exceeds a certain limit all serum 

r^tnToftí   beHd0ne WÌth the Centn"Therm eVa?0rat- This ^¡Ä» on the kind of fruit and pre-treatment. It might be necessary to use the modified 
ÍÜT      7 W,f "^ °UtletS fr0m the b0wL ThÌS •difkatM, offe      e advantages for pulpy products. 

Brewery products 

In this mdustry evaporation is achieving ever wider use. For instance it is 
expensive to transport hops over long distances. Processes whereby an extract is 
produced have therefore been introduced, and the extract is later concentrated by 
evaporation. In this way much smaller volumes need be transported. 

Concentration of wort and  malt  takes place as  the result of rationali/i:w 

?nn^n ,ütn H ri ^ "^ °F ^ ^ pr°duced at ,ar^ centres- w""e they are 
concentrated. The concentrate is transported to filling plants, where only brewing 
fermenting and filling take place. Transport may also take place in order io use a 
certain type of beer produced at a certain place. Evaporation of beer is done m order 

líriT A 
h01 Tent t0 * Specified limit or to hiWer *•V »nd transport 

costs. Before discussing these concentration processes a complete now diagram of 

beTf'intèreT6" '" **' •S *0WÏ WhWe *" *' t0tal ProcessevaPorat'°n may 

th, ~.« * í0nC!ntratÍOn °f WOrt Whether hoPPed or not, the raw wort is fed to 
bout lTwh,cah mL°nnCentratÌOn °f W«»im.tely m' DS Concentration ratio is 

about 1.7, which means a concentrate of 80-84% DS. At this con ce titration wort is 
^preserving. Concentration takes place in the expanding-flow evaporator to abota 
W/o DS and in the Centri-Therm machine to the final concentration. This procedure 
ZV     mOSt 8 treatment and avoids ^circulation in any of the evaporator 
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figure 2Z Some possible 
brewing industry 

applications of concentration by evaporatkm in the 

t^J ïrt
if

UOC!?tralt,nMiy * ^wwpwtcé for reconrtitutiun. fermentation and 
l*Mttaif ete«t»ra .ñmti for these purpo** «ay be small and can t* Ripplied w,th 
wo« mmnmu from a centra brew^ plant. As noted at>ove, it is al» posuble to 
«onotmate the hepped wort by evüpowttefu tests of «i» powibUity have been 
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earned out. However. », ,„,* process ,|,e a,omu ,s PJMK  ¡,,s<   Jr .   , „ 
add..«,:! o, an aroma-recovery umt .s„„, , „,„,, '  S ' ^ '" ,lm "'^ "• 
extract » earned ou, ,n the «„* was as ,o, Lrl -^n,!,,i,„il .., ,„ „, 

i- ä !;:":
I
Zï;^ ;,rder ,o pri,du" - ,,,,,> »—•< - — 

-H ^ now ^ «¿'r:rr;M:;;s',;;:;1 Mr,u;*'*' 
With such a process ,t ,s poss.ble. tor example „, ,cdi c        1 h« ¡• ' 
percent ,o under 0.5 por com wh.le merca* 1K the d,,^h       " "T0"' iMm " 
to approximately X: I)S. No chanue ,„ taste o ^Z^T\T" * ' * 
was performed m a (enm-Therm evaporator. The vap H a 1 V ' '^"^ 
-re p,ped to a rec.cat.on co,umn ¿ lccmer> ,7^», ^^^n;;: 

« to recover as much ot « " t^t* ÄLÄ; 

»»chine at low temperature m ¡L st^    ' ^ ^ " U,C <*n"--»*nn 

brewery i„d»,£y i. req^ireiïoÎ^^ •" *e 
extract is shown in Diagram D subs^ue«{ etches. The produciion of yeast 

Lieueh m^ 

        " * 

f mai ev <^[ftï!« 

f— 
I 

Dtoffmm tX Pnxhution of yeast extrait 

Liquefaction is carried out bv either amniv«« <„„,,í..i       i 
N«molvsiiIraokliv ,ncti»„ti„„     ; i     ;     f^iym (careful application ot heat». 
u^n«kJ^„iv     Ï ir g 3Utül^$) or hydrolysis (action of hydrochlonc ac.d 
"xtact ¿It h ÜnShAfttfLr*4,IOVal 0ftÌK *" ***"*• ^ '>S ««.tent of he «tract » m the range ot 5 to 8 per cent. 



f vapor Hum can be completed either m two processes as shown in ihc diagiain 
(pie-evaporation and final evaporation) or in one single operatiorr. The alternative to 
be chosen depends on how the concentrated extract will he used I he gentler was is 
o! collise .1 single passage ilnough a (entn-Thetm evaporator. In either case the 
extract is verv sensitive ¡o heat. Methods involving relatively high températures ma\ 
cause- piecipitation ot insoluble matter and development 01 unpleasant burnt-bittei 
flavours. I he product becomes more and more sensitive to heat as the PS content ot 
the exit act i,icrea->es. 

Starch derivatives, glucose and sugar solutions 

\ll starch dérivâtes aid sugar solutions are well suited to treatment by the 
( entri- Therm evaporator. I hey are usually very viscous and very sensitive to heat 
treatment, ¡he colour, especially for clear solutions, changes very quickly at 
increased températures. It is therefore important to treat these products with the 
shortest posole retention time. For a high concentration ratio, better economy and 
lugh capacity the I enln-Thcrm is combined with the cxpanding-flow machine in one 
or more effects. 

Ingram 1 presents a principal process diagram for starch conversion, carried out 
either with maize or from potatoes. This scheme gives only a rough explanation of 
the process; modifications may be needed if the raw material is maize starch or 
potato starch. Alterations may also depend upon which final product is required. 
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^-i^^^ -•• 
" pr.KlN,, ,; very «„«„ve ,« he«, bu, i, has be• proved ,l,a, ,„e e, I   ,r      
.tane a, ali ,h„i„g H,e passage through the Cenlrt-Thern, e,op,,ra.,,r. 

does not 

Pi». h,rr COinplete b0th ^P•"«" cycles in „ne evaporano,. 
Plant.   I    .Im   ,s  donen a  tw^tage  Centn-Thenn  plant, concentrât,', „„m 
4-í-H. Bru ,s so gentle that the intermedie decolori/ation process can be exclude 
tluiN permitting savitigs „, labour and charcoal costs. exdmkd. 

Sugar solutions are usually easy to concentrate to a high 1)S content  Anion* tl^ 
reasons lor these good results are that these solut.ons form'no depo     on fhThettm 

ÎÏTaï inS m T CaSeS they arC dear- th°y d° not foam and the,r viscos, y sno 
high a, creased concentration. In the expanding-flow evaporator the maximum 

reached S COnccntraUon is ^ ,)S; in the Centri-Thenn malne 80-wTm  b" 
us res   8ar C0,1Centrat0rS are used in th* -ndy Pressing and pharmacet i, a 

It is also poss.ble to use the Centri-Therm in the manufacture of beet sugar In 
ÏÏ Ph

wess the «»»» «»kin, i. carried out in a tubular evaporaord 
P-n     n which concentration and crystallization are simultaneous resulting ïn a 

£   clySS   a°   ,nbgeenT ^/r^i^ «»" ^ c^— FurihernZ^e 
„I, n TU       

rme,d thCy arC submi»ed to a decreasing temperature in the 

ví e      tehePa"vI i" Cry nT tlrJ• PartIy dlSSO,Ved'and durin* ^ I»««» v .es m the crystals are filled with the fresh, contaminated thick liquor. When the 
?   e f?r7n?c>2t  in" ""HT? 

COntaÌn f0feign matter that l°•s *«Ä 
2'I^  Ta Cet „ ThV m0£^   , PrOCeSS the thÌCk IÌqUOr ÌS firSt con^^ '° »-»J    in a Centri-Therm and the concentrate is then crystallized by means of 
ch.hmg ,n a separate vessel. This yield, a final product of muci.higher quält• 

Coffa« and tea »»tracts 

Every coffee concentrate manufacturer uses its ovn extraction process; thus the 

¡TZcT* Preferred f0r/eed and «"»»««* by different probers vary al« 
P otssef rXnn CmIfte ,ndUS^y f,m,S are rc!uCtant t0 *ive «"nation ,boui their 
fndSstrv S° q i y: eVen ,Ty concentratjo« P«««» are in operation in this 
ndustry, the manufacturer of the evaporators an know very little about 

concentration ratios and the like. 

.n „iLh,e ÍÍH "*Tíerm Ì eSPedally $Ui,able for COÍfee extraction because of the sh«rt 

ielni h
f
0ld,ngJime that ú makes Po»««- ««cent years have seen an increasing 

demand for cottee extract evaporation  because of the larger market for coffee 
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e!k\! » vi the í i i uli i qualitv. o! !!;. pioduct ol ! he 11 •v/r-tli v mg piocoxs. \n olhci ¡V pe 

"< a.ipo¡.,n,; ;- v.J ticicutlv lipid and ¿cullo i« pioiioai ilio i. • itkoiiiralo !oi 

! l "C/O-d ¡\ lili: 'A iti" nil  loss ,n q-ninl',   •'    the tm.11 pi   uh id 

I vaporatimi a¡Mi ¡onus an o-^ciilul pail <>( instant loa pioce^sin¡: Ihcex'iaU is 

concentialed iip I" è^-fi) l)S M oven bighei I'iccipitatioii may occin due to 

"Yieanuiiti". hut tins oltool can normally be overcome b\ jd|UstmoiH of the 

ov ipoiaîion (oitipeiatuio v A-. n- .-oiiee piocessing. 'ho pioducois ot 'tea consent rates 

.no iiim¡l!iiiü to .disclose am tedimi al data. 

Thickeners, glue, pectin 

l;iis heading includes many different products ot which oniv a selected tew are 
dealt with here. All ol these products are characterized t'y the tacts that they have a 
very lugl vi> osity even at low concentration and that they are very sensitive to heat, 
since their protein content is high. Attor concentration, drying completes the 
production process. It is therefore most economical to reach as high a concentration 
as possible before drying. Viscosity drops with increase in temperature and. it" the 
holding time can be kept short enough, a relatively high evaporation temperature can 
He accepted. \ good approach to ¡he concentration of most of these products is 
therefore a relatively high ev tporation temperature and a low temper..ture difference. 

(.clatme is made tiom hides (of iVst-class quality I or of bones. After extraction 
the usual maximum diy substance content is. 6', DS. To reduce diving costs, 
evaporation should be  earned  out to as high a concentration as possible. 

I he quality of gelatine is defined in terms of viscosity at a certain temperature 
and measured according to a special method. The viscosity is measured in degrees 
Bloom, dolutine is most sensitive to heat, and the deterioration is observed in loss oí 
viscosity, which means a lowei value m the Bloom scale. 

I'le-evapoutH-r normally involves so,..» minor problems, for example, flow 
speed must be l\pt logli to maintain sufficient wetting of the heating surface. 
Capacity is iclatively low as walci-'-'ted in the amount of evaporation per square 
meter ot healing sui face. Maximum concentration alter pre-evaporation is about 10'» 
US. 

1 inai evapoiation is completed in a Centri-Therm plan*. Quality losses from this 
type of evaporation are very low; the viscosity value in the Bloom scale decreases 
onl, about s per cent. Maximum obtainable concentration depends on the viscosity, 
that is. the quality and liloom-value oí the gelatine ted into the plant. for 
tirsKituhtv products such as those for use in the photographic industry, a maximum 
ol Jü-cb DS can be reached. Comparing this to conventional evaporation systems 
such as the torced cnculation machine, a considerable gain in quality and drying 
costs is obtainable 
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Ihe   iiKiior   value  ,,|   seaweeds lies  m   their   relatively   large  .-oMetu  ..|   ,• ,^\ 
accessible,  strongly   hvd.oplnlic  colloïdal   polysaccharides  such   üS  agai   alem  and 
carraghecnm.   These  h; drocolloids can  be  used  iti aqueous s\ stems as thickens' 
gelling agents, emulsion stabilizers, suspending agents, emollien's, demulcents and to. 
lesscasih detmed tunctions covered b\ the genetal teint "stahih/ei ". 

Seaweed extracts aie veiv viscous and must be diluted with wate- to tacihtite 
handling Tins water must later be removed f or this purpose the e\t>yii,hi.e-lW 
evapoiato, ¡s recommended, it IS impoiunt that a high flow speed he maintained «n 
the heating surface. Kecmimendations regarding concennation lath, cannot hegn.ai 
here as the composition of these products varies from one manulactuier lo amüliei. 

Pectin factories very often combine processes for producine apple-|iiice 
concentrate during t..e season. During oft-season, machmetv and operators ate used 
tor the production of pectin. It must be remembered, howevei. that the evaporato, 
capacity is much lower when treating a pectin solution than when treating apple 
juice. Normally, only about one thud of the watei-evapoiation capacM) toi apples 
may be calculated for pectin. This figure is approximate, deurees ,,| concentration 
etc. are ot course the determining factors. 

The optimum throughput for pectin production requires a far larger quuntitv ot 
raw material than for apple juice. Consequently, if the plant is to be fully utilized 
fruit must he obtained t>om other apple-juice processors as well as from the 
producer's own sources. 

Pectin is extracted at a reduced pH. Factors such as the type of acid, tune, 
temperature and pH value are of importance to the quality of the pectin p odticed 
and also aftect the evaporation process. 

Í he concentration of pectin is normally calculated in pectin units or grades. The 
grade ui pectin may be defined as the number of grams of sucrose that une gram ot 
pectin can jellify in a standard jelly that contains 65 per cent soluble solids. 

The normal evaporation process is carried out by means of a two-stage plant. 
(The use of three effects lowers the temperature in the third effect so much that the 
viscosity becomes too high.) In both effects a high degree of forced circulation is 
maintained. Expanding-fiow or forced-circulation plate evaporators may be used. A 
higher concentration can be reached in the latter alternative, and it is also possible to 
combine the expanding-flow device as pre-evaporator and the forced-circulation plate 
evaporator as finisher. The maximum obtainable concentration is about 5 pectin 
units. 
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APPLK A I IONS IN IUI. PH ARM All. IJ1 "K AL IM)US1KY 

Ilio hold ol phaimaceuticaU is M> wide and includes products ot so many 
dillerent kinds thai il is impossible to cover it in the limited space available here. I he 
classification that follows is therefore both incomplete and unsystematic, only a few 
examples can be ¿iiven. 

Most ot the pharmaceutical products aie heat sensitive, often to such a degree 
that oven a fast-acting evaporato! must be operated at a very low temperature. 
Therefore this field is likely to be that in which most ( entri-Therm plants will find 
use. 

Gentleness ot treatment is not the sole consideration. This type of industry also 
works frequently with small batches of very expensive products. Minimum holding 
volume in the plant is then of importance, and evaporation should be completed 
svitlmut any losses; the evaporator should be able to be emptied completely. When 
small batch si/es are frequent, in many cases the laboratory size Centn-Therm may 
bo used in production. 

Antibiotics 

Since the I irst World War many ubstances have been discovered that act as 
selective bactericides. Notable among mese agents are the sulphonamides and the 
antibiotics, hvaporation is involved in the manufacturing of most of these substances. 
Only one example, that of the antibiotic streptomycin, is given hure. 

Streptomycin is grown in a liquid culture medium. After filtering (for example 
in a rotating vacuum filter) the pH of the filtrate is adjusted. The streptomycin is 
recovered in large ion-exchange columns which are eluted by means of hydrochloric 
acid. The eluate consists of streptomycin in a clear w?ier solution. The viscosity is 
low. and the concentration may be around 50,000 streptomycin units per cubic 
centimetre. The solution is evaporated at low temperature to about fourfold 
concentration. After precipitation and filtering a rccond evaporation is carried out, 
possibly after the add tion of a solvent in order to decrease the water content 
further. Final precipitation and crystallization are performed and the product is then 
dried under vacuum. 

Both concentration processes are fulfilled in the Centri-Therm evaporator, 
tvapotation temperature is kept below 40°C. Among the advantages of this 
evaporation process over earlier ones are: continuous operation, higher yield and 
better colour (less deterioration). 
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Hormones 

Sevetul substances m this gmup such as .idieiijlii;. lli\ r,.v ,r  ,,„1 ,, ,  
evaluation in then manufacturing. Asan example, the method m ' m suhn',,',„" •!"„.'. 
is given below 

Insulin, a hormone produced in the pane,cas. is sneulic in the tieatm-nt ,-t 
diabetes. Inven pancreas glands of the ox o, p,g are minced and tim, mM.im 
content ,s extracted w.th hydrochloric acid and alcohol. H„s extiacl ,s then t.lteied 
•Hid stored (at va,, n.s stages of the process) and agisted. The wate, and alcohol „e 
lomoved troni the e. tract by evaporation in a f'entn-Tlierm device, and the result,,,,,. 
concentrate is re-tiltered and stored. The insulin is finally removed bv precipitation 
Some processors require as low an alcohol percentage as possible alter evaporano,, 
while others permit a higher percentage, and remove the alcohol after crvstalli/ation 
the tat content of th* extract affects the maximum alcohol percentage that can be 
attained. 

Enzymes 

Several Centri-Therm plants are presently being used in the preparation of 
various en/ymes. Unfortunately, however, very little knowledge is available about 
these processes. 

Daxtran 

Dextran is a fermentation product of sugar and molasses. It is extracted by 
means of alcohol that must be ¡ernovea afterwards. This is done when the dextran 
solution is being concentrated prior to spray drying. Pre-evaporation takes place in an 
expanding-flow plant which is balanced so that the distillate has a suitable 
alcohol/water composition for re-use in the extraction process. The alcohol/yield m 
this stage is of great importance for the economy in the complete process. Final 
evaporation is carried out in a Centri-Therm evaporator. 
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VR\    INM.SIMI-.M DMA 

Some o| tlii- economic lactois that should bo taken into consideration puoi lo 
the installation OH an evapoution plani are discussed below. In oidei to make tlie 
calculations more lealistic. two examples have been chosen and actual figures are 
given ¡Ajuipmcn! puces ate appioxunate export prices from Sweden. All prices and 
costs are retened lo in Swedish uiriency. While conditions and cost prices vary 
considerabK fiom one country to another, and an\ exemplified condition may not 
hold true foi all leadeis, ¡he figures given below make it possible to calculate the 
actual costs Uiknm local cucutiMaiices into consideration. 

Flow diagrams 

I he two examples selected are both fruit-juice evaporation plants. Alternative A 
is a low-capacity plant that comprises an aroma-recovery unit, a Centri-Therm Ciò 
evaporator and a 11 ish cooler, alternative B is a large-oapacity plant that comprises an 
aroma-recovery r.mt a two-stage expandmg-flow evaporator, a tliermo-compressor. a 
Centri-Tliein evap« ratoi and a flash cooler. The* two alternative plants are 
diagrammed in figure 23 and compared below. 
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higure   2.1. Flow   chart   for  one   of   two   alternative  fruit-juice   evaporation 
plants Alternative A 
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Capacities 

Alternative 

1 eeJ (kg/h) 

Feed concentration (%DS) 
Concentrate (kg/h) 
Concentrate (%DS) 
Aroma concentrate (kg/h) 
Aroma concentrate, concentration 

B 

1,050 7,000 
11 li 

165 1100 
70 70 

10.5 70 
1:100 1:100 

Technical data 

Alternative ¿ 

Feed temperature (°C) 20 

Evaporation temperature, aroma 
recovery unit (°C) ioo 
Evaporation temperature, pre-evaporator 

stage I (°C) 
stage II (°C) 

Evaporation temperature, finisher (°C)     50 
Concentrate temperature after flash 
cooler (°C) 20 

ti « 

20 

100 

70 
49 
53 

20 





l.l 

1.25 

18 

\A lie 1 ' 4  1 

V 



jh ( ve iti evaporators in th,  tooJ and hiothcmnat industries 

Seam, cooling water and electricity requirements 

Alternative -I # 

Steam: 

pre-heater ti> aroma-recovery 
unit(kg/h) 
aroma-recovery unit (kg/h) 

pre-heater (kg/h) 
pre-evaporator (kg/h) 

finishing evaporator (kg/h) 
flash cooler (kg/h) 

total »team consumption ( kg/h)     1,030 3,455 

Steam  pressure  for thermo-compressor of pre-evaporator and flash cooler, 
10 kg/cm3, for other items 3 kg/cma. 

Àiiermtivt A B 

Cooling wtief(20<»C): 

aroma-recovery unit (m3/h) 1.8 11.3 

pre-evaporator ( m 31 h ) 34. S 

ftnishef(m*/h) 165 Î5 
additional cooling water etc. (m3/h) 0.7 1.5 

20 130 

130 840 
bO 

1,645 

850 550 

30 230 

total water consumption <m3/h>     19.0 62.5 

Ice-water (2**C>: 

noma-recovery «nit (kcal/h) 300 1,800 

Electricity, effect instated (kWh): 11.8 25.6 

average consumption 8 18 

Winking capital (in Swedish Kroner • S. KR) 

The plants are built as plug-in units and are pre-erected at the factory. This 
means minimum on-site installation eosts. However, the installation costs, shown 
betow, hold true only when the locality is sufficiently prepared and steam and water 
piping are close to the place where the evaporator is to be situated. 

À 



Prr-itn cstnH'tit data 

lì 

44().(MX) 

10.000-20,000 

Alternative A 

\ quipment price from 
manufacturer (S. KR) 195,000 

Installation costs (S. KR) 5,000-10,000 

Processing costs (in Swedish Kronor) 

Capital and maintertan,*e costs 

Presumptioni: 15-year amortization 
interest 8 per cent 
maintenance 6 per cent 

Alternative A B 

Capital costs per year (S, KR> 28 ,300 63,600 

Steam, water and electricity per year 
( 1,400 production hours) 

Presumptions: 

Alternative 

Steam cost» 

Water coüs 

Electricity costs 

Total 27,950 ^2,740 

Staff 

One skilled man can operate either plant. This labour cott varies within wide 
limits, only at an example, the yearly cost in Sweden would be S. KK 25,000, 
including taxes and costs for social benefits. 

Tata! costs (In Swedish KHMMW) 

Alternative 

Capital and maintenance costs 

Steam, water and electricity costs 

Staff costs 

Total yearly cost 

Total cost per hour 

Total cost per kilogram of concentrate 

steam cost S.KR 17:-/ton 
water cost S. MtO.IO/mJ 

electricity S. Kit 0.07/kWh 

A B 

24,510 82.230 
2,660 «,750 

7S0 UM) 

H 

28,270 63,600 

27,950 92,740 
25,000 25,000 

S 1,220 181,340 

58.01 1 29.53 

0.33 0.11 





A M EX 

SOME DEFINITIONS 

Evaporation is a process for the concentration of a solution by means of boiling awa> 
the solvent, which is often just water. In evaporation the valuable component is the 
concentrated liquid that remains after the solvent has been boiled away. 

Distillation is an evaporation process in which the condensed vapour contains the 
valuable product. 

. Rectification means that the condensed vapour from the distillation process (called 
the distillate) is again distilled. By repeating this process several times the linai 
distillate will have a very high percentage content of the light solvent. Repeated 
distillation may be performed in the same unit or column. 

Stripping means a complete as possible removal of an unwanted component from a 
solution. Usually this component has a low content of water or a solvent. 

Degree of evaporation may be defined in term* of the concentration ratio, or, to put 
it another way, the ratio of feed to concentrate quantity. 

Formulas: 

Feed F*C + £ • £ as g • C 

Concentrate        C = F — £ = —F*  
e        e~ I 

E 

Evaporation        E- F - C = 
e-1 

F«t>-1)  C 

e represents concentration ratio (evaporation ratio). 

Dry substance content (DS) is the amount of dissolved substance in a solution. This 
amount can be determined by the careful drying and weighing of a sample. For many 
solutions there is a known correlation between the percentage of dry substance 
content (% DS) and the density; this means that the density can be measured by 
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means dl an aerometer and then lite percenlagc ol di\ substance! DSI ean be read 
in a table Another method is to deteimme the rol udometer index and tinnì a (able 

obtain the l)S Other density scales also exist, e.g. "liaume and "Hnx 

Siiixlc-sltiiit.   iruftun/iion.    live   steam   is  applied   to 
evaporator    I he   vapour    leaving   the   evapoiatoi    is 

le heating Miitaee ol the 
condensed in a sepaiate 

ondensei eithei a mixing condenser 01 a surface condenser. In the tonner the 
vapours are mixed with the cooling water, in the latter the vaponis aie (nought loa 
water-cooled sui tace lor condensation. 

Multiple-stage evaporation. Two or more evaporators may be arranged in series. In 
the first, the liquid boils at higher absolute pressure and temperature than in the 
second. The vapour from the first evaporator heats the second. This is double-stage 
evaporation, and in this way 2 kg of vapour can be boiled off from liquid by the use 
of only 1 kg of steam. Three or more evaporators may be used in series in the same 
way. 

TiwrmoH impression. A thermo-compressor is a steam-jet ejector, in whicli the heat 
of high-pressure steam is converted into kinetic energy that draws off the vapour and 
retonipresses the mixture to a pressure higher than that of the vapour, The diagram 
shows a single-stage evaporator with a thenno-compressor. 

H;jih»p!f-1.UÍP *iF«n 

lhagram.  Siagli stage evaporator with single compressor 

Heat evonomv. The normal temperature difference between heating steam and 
vapour in a stage of a liquid food pre-evapora'or is I2-I5°C. If a thermo-compressor 
is applied to such an evaporator stage about I kg of high-pressure steam can compress 
I kg of vapour and thus form 2 kg of compressed vapour. If the temperature 
difference is higher more steam is needed to compress I kg of vapour, and vice versa. 
At the temperature difference mentioned (I2-I5°C) this means that evaporation of 
I kg of water requires only 0.5 kg of steam. This represents a saving of 50 per cent, as 
compared to a single-stage plant without a thermo-compressor. In a two-stage plant 
the saving is 33 per cent, and m a three-stage plant it is 25 per cent. The 
above-mentioned figures are approximate, teal figures are slightly lower because of 
heat losses etc. lor rotigli calculations the figures in the table may be used. 
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Heat economy of different evaporation plants 

ivpc <>f plant 

Single-stage, without thermo-compressor 

Si, gle-stage, with thermo-compressor 

Double-stage, without thermo-compressor 

Double-stage, with thermo-compressor 

Triple-stage, without thermo-compressor 

Triple-stage, with thermo-compressor 

Animal of Meant needed to 

evaporate one kilogram of water 

(kg) 

About ().() 

About ü.(s 

0.3-0.4 

0.3-0.4 

0.3-0.4 

0.25-0.3 

In the condensers of either the surface or the mixing type the Ml amount of vapour" 
must be condensed by means of cooling water. Multiple-stage evaporation therefore 
also requires less cooling water than does single-stage operation. Consequently 
inermo-compression lowers the cooling water demand still further. 

Heating surface. This is the internal metal surface in the evaporator; steam is 
condensed on one side and the heat formed is transferred through the metal wall to 
the other s,de where the liquid to be evaporated flows. The heat passes im« this 
liquid and tn most cases part of the liquid is immediately vaporized. However in the 
case of forced circulation, the liquid pressure is such that no boiling takes piace In 
this case the liquid temperature is increased and evaporation takes place in a separate 
vessel. Heating surfaces may be of different shapes in different types of evaporator 
designs. Tubes, cylinders, cones and plates can be mentioned. 

Boiling point elevation. The temperature of the boiling liquid and that of the vapour 
are the same. If a dissolved substance is present in the liquid, the boiling point of the 
solution is slightly increased and correspondingly the vapours formed are superheated 
to a degree equal to that of the elevation of the boiling point. This results in a 
correspondingly smaller temperature difference over the heating surface This 
elevation ot the boiling point is proportional to the concentration, molecular weight 
and degree of dissociation of the dissolved substance. Usually the elevation is so 
slight that it can be ignored in technical calculations. Only when very highly 
concentrated solutions or strongly dissociated molecules such as sodium hydrox.de 
(NaOH) are concerned should the elevation of the boiling point be noted 

i 
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